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The access to electroactive metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) and 

the ability to manipulate their electrical properties with external 

stimuli are vital for the realization of MOF-based sensors and 

electronic devices. An electroactive blue MOF (BMOF) has been 

constructed using redox-active N,N'-bis(4-pyridyl)-2,6-dipyrrolidyl 

naphthalenediimide (BPDPNDI) pillars and 1,2,4,5-tetrakis-(4-

carboxyphenyl)benzene (TCPB) struts. BMOF films grow selectively 

on ZnO-coated substrates under solvothermal conditions. Electrical 

conductivity of BMOF film is ca. 6 × 10–5 S/m (25 °C), which surges 

up to 2.3 × 10–3 S/m upon infiltration of π-acidic methyl viologen 

(MV2+) guests, but remains unaffected by large C60 molecules, which 

are size excluded. These results demonstrate for the first time that 

the conductivity of MOFs can be fine-tuned by complementry guest 

π-systems that can promote long-range electron delocalization by 

forming extended π-stacks with the redox-active ligands. 

Introduction 

Owing to their innate ability to capture and concentrate guests 

selectively via size-exclusion, metal–organic frameworks1 have 

emerged as powerful nanoscale containers that show great 

promise in a wide gamut of separation, storage, and delivery 

applications.2–4 The evolution of MOFs as electronic, photonic, 

and magnetic materials, however, has been sluggish, in part 

because of the lack of sophisticated molecular recognition and 

signal transduction capabilities.5 Furnishing these hybrid 

materials with redox- and photoactive building blocks should 

not only enrich them with intrinsic electronic and optical 

properties, but also enable them to communicate with and 

respond to various stimuli, such as guest entities, applied 

electric and magnetic fields, and light. Signals emanated from 

such interactions could then propagate through the extended 

networks, drawing new properties and functions that are non-

native to the building blocks as well as the parent materials. 

Much of these possibilities, however, remain to be cultivated, 

but once realized, they should render MOFs capable of 

sensing,5,6 electron transport,8–11 and light harvesting,12 and 

thereby expand their utility in batteries, transistors, and solar 

cells, among other molecular electronics devices. 

 Electrical conductivity has become one of the most sought 

after amenities in functional materials due in part to an 

increasing demand for energy efficient electrical devices. 

Although the ordered structures of MOFs apparently bode well 

for long-range charge transport and electrical conductivity, 

suggesting that they could eventually rival conducting 

polymers that suffer from structural defects and disorder, in 

reality, intrinsically conducting MOFs9,10 are few and far 

between, and manipulating their electronic properties with 

external chemical and physical stimuli11 remain extremely 

difficult tasks to achieve. 

 
Fig. 1 Graphical illustrations of (a) an electroactive MOF made of redox-active ligands, 

(b) a four-probe electrical device composed of the electroactive MOF film grown 

selectively on a ZnO-coated surface, and (c) intercalation of π-acidic guests between 

the redox-active ligands leading to a better electron delocalization through the 

resulting π-D/A stacks and higher conductivity. 

 The factors that make it difficult to engineer electrical 

conductivity in MOFs include: (i) the scarcity of redox-active 

ligands that deprives MOFs of effective charge carriers and (ii) 

inadequate long-range charge delocalization caused by large 

separation between the ligands that restricts through-space 

electron movement and the σ-bonded metal clusters that 

prevent through-bond charge transport. One emerging 

strategy seeks to address these issues by developing planar9 

and columnar10 MOFs, in which the redox-active building 

blocks can support long-range charge delocalization either via 

resonance or through the π-stacked ligands. Another approach 

exploits guest-induced oxidation of the built-in redox ceters11 

or crosslinking of nodes12 to enhance the charge mobility. The 

success of these strategies notwithstanding, the former 
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requires certain planar and columnar architectures that only a 

handful of ligands and metal ion nodes can afford,9,10 whereas 

the node crosslinking strategy requires coordinatively 

unsaturated nodes, otherwise poses the risk of inflicting 

structural change due to ligand displacement.13 Therefore, 

there exists the need for a general strategy that would give us 

access to electroactive MOFs and allow us to manipulate their 

conductivity with guests without disrupting their structures. 

The π-donor/acceptor interactions between redox-active 

ligands and complementary guests offer such opportunity, but 

they have yet to be exploited in MOFs for this purpose.  

 Furthermore, the successful integration and operation of 

MOFs in devices require stable, uniform, and electrically 

controllable films.8,14 Most film growth protocols, however, are 

MOF specific, and do not necessarily afford suitable films for 

electrical measurements. For instance, the MOF films grown 

on insulating self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are not 

particularly responsive to electrical fields, as SAMs impair 

electrical contact between MOFs and the underlying 

electrodes.8 Promising electrochemical15 and photochemical16 

deposition methods are emerging, but the question remains 

whether the redox- and photoactive ligands can withstand 

such invasive preparative conditions. 

Results and Discussions 

Addressing each of these critical challenges, in this all-

encompassing work, we have (i) synthesized a new electro-

active PPW-MOF, namely BMOF, using TCPB struts and redox-

active BPDPNDI pillars (Fig. 1a), (ii) grown stable BMOF films 

under solvothermal conditions using ZnO-coated substrates 

(Fig. 1b), and (iii) demonstrated for the first time that the 

electrical conductivity of BMOF films can be fine-tuned by 

doping them with different π-acidic guests, such as MV2+, 

dinitrotoluene (DNT), and 1,5-difluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene 

(DFDNB) that can intercalate between the electron rich 

BPDPNDI pillars and thereby promote electron delocalization 

through the resulting π-stacks17 (Fig. 1c).  

 Unlike unsubstituted NDIs, which are electron deficient 

colorless compounds, core-substituted NDIs (cNDIs)18 possess 

tunable electronic, optical, and guest recognition properties 

that make them attractive building blocks of various functional 

materials. Although the simple NDI-based MOFs are not 

uncommon anymore,7,19,20 the core-substituted NDI ligands 

have been rarely used in MOFs,21 and their guest-induced 

optical and electrical responses have yet to be explored. 

Among cNDIs, the amine-tagged ones are the most electron 

rich, while bulky ligands are known to prevent catenation in 

PPW-MOFs.20 On the basis of these facts, we envisioned that 

the BPDPNDI ligand adorned with two electron donating 

pyrrolidine pendants should not only endow BMOF with useful 

optoelectronic properties, but also yield a noncatenated 

architecture that can accommodate electroactive guests inside 

its cavities. BPDPNDI was synthesized (Scheme S1)22 by 

installing two pyrrolidine rings on its naphthalene core via an 

SNAr reaction,18 followed by a Cu(II)-mediated coupling 

reaction23 to introduce the pyridyl groups on the imide rings. 

 The navy-blue colored BMOF [Zn2(TCPB)(BPDPNDI)] 

crystals were obtained from a reaction between 

Zn(NO3)2.6H2O (0.2 mmol), TCPB (0.1 mmol), and BPDPNDI (0.1 

mmol) in DMF (10 mL) at 80 °C for 24 h (Fig. 2a).20,22 The 

structure of BMOF was first solved partially from single-crystal 

X-ray (XRD) data, and then optimized by density functional 

theory calculations22 to assign the atomic coordinates of the 

disordered pyrrolidine rings of BPDPNDI pillars. Overall, the 

noncatenated PPW architecture of BMOF (Fig. 2a) consists of 

TCPB-linked Zn2 paddlewheel nodes located in the 

crystallographic ab-plane that are bridged by the BPDPNDI 

pillars aligned along the c-axis, making it isostructural to 

known [Zn2(DBTCPB)(DPNDI)] (DBTCPB = dibromo-TCPB) 

MOF.20a The distances between the Zn2-nodes—16, 11, and 19 

Å along the a-, b-, and c-axes, respectively—are consistent 

with the lengths of the respective ligands. The simulated 

powder XRD (PXRD) pattern of BMOF conforms to that of the 

bulk material (Fig. 2b).  

 The PXRD studies further show that (Fig. S1) while the as-

synthesized BMOF is highly crystalline, its crystallinity suffers 

after solvent evacuation but returns completely upon re-

soaking in DMF. Such reversibility indicates that despite the 

loss of crystallinity, the structure and connectivity of 

evacuated BMOF remain intact under ambient conditions. 

 

Fig. 2 (a) Solvothermal synthesis and crystal structure of noncatenated BMOF 

[Zn2(TCPB)(BPDPNDI)]. (b) PXRD profiles of BMOF (simulated, powder, and film). Inset: 

Photograph of a blue BMOF/ZnO film. 

 Thermogravimetric analyses (Fig. S2) show that BMOF loses 

70% of its initial weight at 120 °C due to DMF loss before 

decomposing at a much higher temperature (375 °C). The 

permanent porosity of BMOF is evident from its CO2 

adsorption capacity—65 cm3/g at 273 K, 1 bar (Fig. S3)—which 

is comparable to that of isostructural [Zn2(DBTCPB)(DPNDI)].20a 

The porous structure of BMOF bodes well for guest 

encapsulation and the subsequent guest-induced conductivity 

manipulation (vide infra). 

 Having constructed electroactive BMOF, we turned our 

attention to prepare its films for device integration and 

testing. Unable to grow BMOF films on glass, FTO, and ITO 

surfaces, we introduced annealed ZnO-coated substrates 

envisioning that the carboxylate struts can firmly anchor onto 

the ZnO surface and subsequently promote the formation of 

BMOF films.24 The ZnO films were prepared by spin-coating 

FTO and bare glass slides with a ZnO/EtOH suspension, 

followed by sintering them at 350 °C for 0.5 h (Fig. 3a).22 To 
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construct electrical devices, four Au electrodes (~100 nm thick) 

were vapor-deposited 1 mm apart on the ZnO-coated glass 

slides using patterned masks (Fig. 3b).22 After initiating the 

formation of BMOF by heating DMF solutions of its precursors 

in screw-capped vials at 80 °C for 2 h, the ZnO-coated slides 

were immersed at upright positions and the entire setups 

were heated at constant 80 °C for different durations.22 Within 

1 h, only the ZnO coated areas became selectively covered 

with uniform BMOF films (Fig. 3b), which grew thicker with a 

longer immersion time, while the rest of the slides, including 

the Au-electrodes deposited on the ZnO layer remained 

completely BMOF-free. The BMOF films are stable in DMF, 

MeNO2, MeCN, toluene, and other aprotic solvents, as well as 

when exposed to air under ambient conditions. The PXRD 

profiles of the blue films match nicely with that of bulk BMOF 

powder (Fig. 2b), confirming that the films are indeed 

composed of the surface-bound BMOF microcystals. 

 The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images show a 

uniform coverage of amorphous ZnO nanoparticles in bare 

ZnO films (Fig. 3c) and densely packed BMOF crystals covering 

the ZnO layer in BMOF/ZnO films (Fig. 3d). The cross-sectional 

(CS) SEM images (Fig. 3e) show that the annealed ZnO films are 

ca. 3 µm thick and the BMOF films grown on the ZnO films for 

1 h are ca. 20 µm thick. The BMOF films remain mechanically 

stable and retain their crystalline morphology after becoming 

dry and being doped with different guests (Figures 3 and S4). 

 
Fig. 3 (a) An illustration of selective growth of BMOF films on ZnO-coated substrates. 

(b) Photographs of (i) a transparent ZnO film, (ii) a BMOF film grown selectively on a 

ZnO film, (iii) a masked ZnO film, (iv) a ZnO device with four Au electrodes (1 mm 

apart), and (v) a BMOF/ZnO device equipped with Au electrodes. The SEM images of (c) 

ZnO and (d) BMOF films. (e) CS-SEM of a BMOF/ZnO film (BMOF 20 µm, ZnO 3 µm). 

 The BMOF films display (Fig. S5) strong visible absorption 

(λmax = 615 nm) and redox properties (EOx = +920 mV, ERed = –

850 mV vs. Ag/AgCl) that coincide with those of the BPDPNDI 

ligands (λmax = 610 nm; EOx = +880 mV, ERed = –850 mV vs. 

Ag/AgCl).22 The electrochemical studies of BMOF films grown 

on the ZnO-coated FTO electrodes suggest that, unlike 

insulating SAMs,8 the ZnO layer provides sufficient electrical 

contact between the BMOF film and the underlying FTO 

electrode surface, making them electrically addressable.  

 Finally, to determine the electrical conductivity of BMOF 

films before and after infiltration of different guest π-systems, 

we measured the current-voltage (I-V) relationships (Figures 

4a and S6) of the BMOF/ZnO devices quipped with four Au-

electrodes.22,25 Single crystal I-V measurement was not 

possible on small BMOF crystals, but the stable BMOF films 

allowed us to determine how their conductivity changes upon 

infiltration of different guests. The four-probe method not only 

eliminated the contact resistance that is typically imposed by 

two-probe pellet measurements,22 but also circumvented the 

problems associated with using pellets in this particular 

study.26 Since the BMOF (undoped and doped) and ZnO layers 

in BMOF/ZnO devices constitute two parallel connections 

between the Au electrodes, and charges can flow 

proportionately through both layers depending on their 

respective conductivities, the actual resistance of the BMOF 

films (Rcomponent) was derived from the net resistances of the 

devices (RDevice) by extracting the resistance of the ZnO layer 

(RZnO) obtained from bare ZnO films using equation 1: Rcomponent 

= RDevice· RZnO / (RZnO – RDevice).22 Then, from the resistance of 

each component, and taking probe-spacing (d), film thickness 

(t), and the lengths of Au electrodes (l) into account, electrical 

conductivity of the corresponding materials was calculated 

using equation 2: σcomponent = d / t·l·Rcomponent (Table S1 and 

S2).22 The net resistances of the ZnO and BMOF/ZnO devices 

are thickness-dependent, indicating that the charges actually 

move through the entire BMOF and ZnO films, not just their 

surfaces. Therefore, to ensure that the net resistances of the 

devices are consistent and reproducible, i.e., do not vary 

drastically from sample to sample (Tables S1, S2), the thickness 

of the ZnO films was maintained at 3 µm, and that of the 

BMOF films at 20 µm during their preparation.  

 
Fig. 4 (a) The I-V relationships of a BMOF/ZnO-glass devices (inset) before (blue line) 

and after (green line) doped with MV
2+

 for 70 h. (b) Vis-NIR spectra of a BMOF/ZnO film 

before (blue) and after (green) being doped with MV
2+

. The latter shows new CT bands 

in the NIR region indicating π-donor/ acceptor CT interaction between BPDPNDI ligands 

and MV
2+

 guests. 

 The electrical conductivity of undoped BMOF films is ca. 6 

× 10–5 S/m (25 °C), which is an order of magnitude greater 

than that of HKUST-1 that lacks redox-active ligands,11d but 

lower than that of intrinsically conducting planar and columnar 

networks.9,10 The poor intrinsic conductivity of undoped BMOF 

films can be attributed to the lack of charge delocalization 

through the spatially separated BPDPNDI pillars. Crystal grain 

boundaries also diminish the conductivity of MOF films.8 

Nevertheless, owing to its porous structure adorned with 
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electron rich BPDPNDI pillars, the conductivity of BMOF films 

can be fine-tuned by infiltrating them with guest π-systems 

having appropriate size and electronic properties. 

 Envisioning that the intercalation of π-acidic guests 

between the electron rich BPDPNDI pillars could activate long-

range electron delocalization through the resulting π-stacks, 

we immersed the BMOF devices into MV2+, DFDNB, DNT, and 

C60 solutions and re-measured their I-V profiles under the 

same conditions (Table S1).22 The conductivity of the BMOF 

films soaked in a MV2+ solution (30 mM/MeNO2) increased 

gradually with the immersion time22 before reaching the 

maximum at 2.3 × 10–3 S/m after 70 h of soaking (Fig. 4a), 

which corresponded to an impressive 35-fold upsurge from 

that of the undoped BMOF films. Similarly, the conductivities 

of the BMOF films soaked in less π-acidic DFDNB and DNT 

solutions (30 mM / MeNO2) for 24 h reached the maximum 

levels at 3.5 × 10–4 and 1.5 × 10–4 S/m (Fig. S6),22 respectively, 

representing modest six- and 2.5-fold improvements from the 

undoped BMOF films. On the other hand, the conductivity of 

BMOF films soaked in a C60 solution for 7 d remained 

practically unchanged (4 × 10–5 S/m), as the large C60 

molecules (d = 11 Å) were size-excluded by BMOF. In the 

absence of BMOF films, the dip-coated dopant films show very 

high resistance that exceeds the detection limit of the source 

meter, which is consistent with the highly insulating nature of 

small aromatic compounds. 

 The fact that the stronger π-acidic guests (MV2+ > DFDNB > 

DNT) enhance the BMOF’s conductivity more significantly than 

the weaker ones, suggests that the stronger donor/acceptor 

interactions forged by the former with the BPDPNDI ligands 

trigger more effective charge delocalization through the 

resulting π-stacks.27 The ionic nature of MV2+ could also 

contribute in higher charge mobility in the MV2+-doped BMOF 

films, while the size-excluded C60 had no noticeable impact on 

the BMOF’s conductivity. Together, these results show that 

both size and the electronic properties of dopants dictate 

which ones are best suited for forming extended π-stacks with 

the electroactive ligands and enhancing their conductivity 

accordingly. This strategy can be applied to manipulate the 

electronic properties of other electroactive MOFs.  

 The conductivity of doped BMOF films after a quick wash 

with fresh solvents remain practically unchanged from that of 

the unwashed films, indicating that most of the encapsulated 

guest molecules stay inside BMOF.22 However, after soaking 

the doped BMOF devices in solvents for prolonged time (72 h), 

their conductivities dropped close to that of the undoped 

BMOF films due to a gradual loss of dopants. Such reversibility 

is a unique and useful feature of this approach, which cannot 

be achieved with the coordinated guests that permanently 

change the structure and composition of parent MOFs. 

 The π-donor/acceptor interaction between the BPDPNDI 

pillars and the intercalated MV2+ guests was evident from the 

characteristic CT absorption band7 in the NIR region displayed 

by the MV2+-doped BMOF films (Fig. 4b). The influx of 

MV2+·2PF6
– into BMOF was further confirmed through energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), which revealed the 

diagnostic P and F signals in MV2+-doped BMOF (Fig. S7). In 

BMOF, the gaps between the BPDPNDI ligands are such that 

more than one planar guest molecules can intercalate 

between them to form extended π-stacks, albeit not 

necessarily alternating donor/ acceptor stacks. 

Conclusions 

In summary, we have (i) constructed a new electroactive 

BMOF using an electron rich cNDI ligand, (ii) developed stable 

BMOF films on ZnO-coated substrates using a new protocol 

that could be adopted broadly to grow other MOF films, and 

(iii) devised a new strategy to fine-tune electrical conductivity 

of BMOF films by doping them with different π-acidic guests. 

The new film growth method should simplify device 

integration and testing of MOFs, while the ability to control 

the conductivity of MOFs with intercalated guests could 

expand their utility as sensors, semiconductors, and magnetic 

materials. Since electron transfer through π-donor/acceptor 

stacks can be harnessed by light,28 light-harvesting and 

photoconducting MOFs could be realized. Ongoing studies in 

our laboratory and elsewhere probing at how different guests 

influence the optical and electronic properties of electroactive 

MOFs should pave the way for realizing MOF-based sensors 

and electronic devices in not too distant future. 
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